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This paper concerns accounts of normative reasons for action that distinguish between the content of a reason and its “background conditions” (the explanation of why it is a reason). Such accounts sometimes appeal to this distinction to try to avoid what I will call “problematic thought objections”. These objections reject some accounts of normative reasons because (they claim) those accounts allow agents to have thoughts or motivations that a well-functioning practical reasoner ought not or cannot have (e.g., thoughts about her desires). These “problematic thoughts” concern the targeted account’s explanation of why reasons are reasons, so accounts that distinguish between reasons and background conditions can attempt to avoid these objections by claiming that thoughts about background conditions are not part of practical deliberation. I argue that this response fails because it is possible for a well-functioning practical reasoner’s motivation by a normative reason to include a recognition of its background conditions even if the reason itself does not. A well-functioning practical reasoner’s motivation by a normative reason may include motivation by the recognition that her reason (at least partially) justifies her action. This recognition may include an understanding of the background conditions on reasons. If this is right, it suggests a constraint on accounts of normative reasons: an account must be such that a practical reasoner can be moved by thought about its explanation of the nature of normative reasons without thereby becoming less well-functioning.

Normative reasons for action are considerations that count in favor of actions (at least for particular agents, under particular circumstances).¹ They are the considerations that determine what an agent should do in a given

---

¹ This description of a normative reason for action comes from T. M. Scanlon (1998: 17), but is now widely used.
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situation. If the agent acts on these considerations, they (at least partially) justify her action.2 This paper concerns accounts of normative reasons that separate the explanation of why a particular reason counts in favor of an agent’s performing some action (in a particular set of circumstances) from the content of that reason. Elements of this explanation of why the reason is a reason are “background conditions” on that reason, rather than part of (or referenced in) the reason itself.3

Accounts of normative reasons that distinguish between reasons and their background conditions sometimes appeal to this distinction to avoid objections of a particular general kind. These objections—which I will call “problematic thought objections”—employ the following line of thought to reject some accounts of normative reasons: According to the proposed account of normative reasons, a well-functioning practical reasoner engaged in practical deliberation will (or at least may) have some thought or motivation that, according to the objector, a well-functioning practical reasoner ought not or cannot have. These problematic thoughts concern elements of the (proposed) explanation of what makes considerations count in favor of actions. Thus, we should reject the proposed account of normative reasons because it fails to accurately characterize excellent practical deliberation.

Accounts of normative reasons that distinguish between reasons and their background conditions sometimes claim to avoid problematic thought objections as follows: Practical deliberation consists in considering and being moved by reasons for action. The (supposedly) problematic thoughts concern the explanation of why reasons are reasons (the background conditions on reasons), not reasons themselves. Thus, these problematic thoughts will not appear in an agent’s practical deliberation and will not themselves move her to act.

In what follows, I aim to show that this appeal to background conditions does not allow an account of normative reasons to avoid this form of objection. I will argue that, even if normative reasons contain no reference to the background conditions that make them reasons, it is possible for a well-functioning practical reasoner’s motivation by those reasons to contain a recognition of these background conditions.4 I will argue that recognizing these background conditions

---

2. “At least partially” is meant to take into account the fact that a normative reason for an agent A to perform some action φ in circumstances C may not be sufficient to justify A’s φ-ing in C. A reason “justifies” an action by doing more than showing that action to be permissible, but often does less than show that action to be required. Roughly, a reason (partially) justifies an action by showing that it is a worthwhile thing to do (other things equal).

3. The term “background condition” (used in this way) comes from Mark Schroeder (2007: 37).

4. My aim in this paper is not to support what Schroeder (2007: 23–24, 34–37) calls the “No Background Conditions” view—the view that all elements of the explanation of why a reason is a reason are part of this reason—and attributes to John Broome, Thomas Nagel, and Joseph Raz (see also Broome 2004; Nagel 1970; Raz 1999). I am sympathetic to the distinction between reasons and
can be part of an agent’s recognition of normative reasons as normative reasons. At least some well-functioning practical reasoners are moved by this recognition that their reasons are normative as well as by those reasons themselves. Thus, appealing to a distinction between reasons and background conditions does not provide a way to remove thought about background conditions from all well-functioning practical deliberation so as to avoid problematic thought objections. The failure of this kind of response to problematic thought objections suggests a constraint on accounts of normative reasons for action: well-functioning practical reasoners must be able to be moved by thought about the correct account of normative reasons when engaged in practical deliberation without thereby becoming less well-functioning.

To make this argument, I will frequently use, as an example, Mark Schroeder’s (2007) appeal to background conditions to avoid a common objection to Humean accounts of reasons (that such accounts require agents to be moved by thoughts about what will satisfy their own desires when deciding what to do). However, the problem I will raise for Schroeder’s use of background conditions to avoid this particular problematic thought objection does not depend on his particular view about what the background conditions on reasons are. (Nor does it depend on the particular form that this objection subsequently takes—that the “problematic thought” is morally suspect thought about one’s desires.) As a result, the problem I raise should apply to any view that separates the explanation of why reasons count in favor of actions from the content of those reasons and then appeals to this distinction to keep otherwise problematic thoughts out of practical deliberation. I will briefly discuss other problematic thought objections at the end of Section 2. I will briefly discuss other appeals to background conditions to avoid these objections at the end of Section 3.

1. Background Conditions on Normative Reasons for Action

An account of normative reasons gives an explanation of why a consideration (R) counts in favor of an agent (A) performing some action (φ). An account of normative reasons that distinguishes between background conditions and the reasons they explain claims that R (A’s reason to φ) contains no reference to the facts that together explain why R is a reason for A to φ. These facts are instead background conditions on A’s reason to φ. For example, Schroeder’s account of normative reasons for action is Humean—it uses an agent’s desires to explain background conditions itself because I think it fits well with our ordinary discourse concerning normative reasons.
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what makes a consideration count in favor of her φ-ing.5 Schroeder (2007: 59) claims that a consideration R is a reason for an agent A to perform a particular action φ when and because R is part of an explanation of why A’s φ-ing would promote the satisfaction of one (or more) of A’s desires. (An action promotes the satisfaction of a desire when it increases the likelihood that the desire will be satisfied relative to a baseline of doing nothing; 2007: 113.) Nevertheless, an agent’s reasons are usually ordinary facts about the world like “there will be dancing at the party” rather than facts about the agent’s desires like “the agent desires to dance” (2007: 27). An agent’s reasons contain no references to the desires that make them reasons. Facts about these desires and what promotes their satisfaction are instead “background conditions” on these reasons (2007: 37).

2. Problematic Thought Objections

Problematic thought objections to accounts of normative reasons for action are objections that take the following form: The targeted account of normative reasons identifies some facts that explain why a consideration is a normative reason (i.e., facts that make a consideration count in favor of an agent’s performing some action). For simplicity, I will call these facts “facts of kind B”. A well-functioning practical reasoner will (or at least may) consider and be moved by facts of kind B when engaged in (excellent) practical reasoning. However, given what kind of facts these facts of kind B are, it would be in some way objectionable or problematic for agents to consider and be moved by them when deliberating about what to do. If we assume that an account of normative reasons should be consistent with an accurate description of how well-functioning practical reasoners reason, then we must conclude that it cannot be facts of kind B that explain reasons.

For example, a common objection to Humean accounts of normative reasons is that they make correct practical reasoning “objectionably self-regarding” (Schroeder 2007: 25). Because a Humean theory of reasons makes an agent’s reasons depend on her desires, such a theory would seem to require agents to have and be moved by thoughts about their own desires (and what would promote their satisfaction) when deciding what to do. However, we might think that, at least in some cases, a well-functioning practical reasoner will not have and be moved by such thoughts about her own desires. For example, if an agent is considering whether to help a drowning man, we might think that, ideally, she will think about him and what he needs, rather than about herself and what she

---

5. This characterization of a “Humean” account of reasons for action is common, but not universal. For example, according to Kate Manne’s (2016) “Humean” account, an agent’s reasons can be explained by other people’s desires (as well as by that agent’s desires). Such an account will not be subject to the objection to Humean accounts of reasons explained in Section 2.
wants, when deciding what to do. Furthermore, we might think that something like this is true of all cases in which agents respond to reasons stemming from the moral standing of others. We might think that, when we do our duty with respect to others, we should be moved by a concern for their rights or well-being rather than by thought about what would satisfy our own desires. There is something objectionably self-centered about an agent who takes the rights or well-being of others to make claims on her only because of their relation to her desires.

The “problematic thoughts” that the objectionably self-regarding objection identifies are problematic because they are morally non-ideal or indicative of a flawed character. However, thoughts can be “problematic” in other ways when they appear in practical deliberation. Constructivist accounts of normative reasons seem to give rise to a different kind of problematic thought objection. Put very roughly, constructivist accounts of normative reasons for action claim that agents make considerations count in favor of actions by choosing ends. These choices create normative reasons only if they are made in accordance with certain norms that are supposed to be constitutive of practical reasoning, but these norms do not fully determine the ends that an agent should choose. An agent’s reasons then pick out features of her actions or their expected outcomes that help explain how these actions will serve one (or more) of the agent’s properly chosen ends (see, e.g., Korsgaard 1996a; 1996b; and Street 2008).

We might worry that, if an agent reflects on the fact that it is her contingent choices (and nothing about the chosen ends themselves) that make these (purportedly) reason-giving features of actions count in favor of those actions, this

---

6. In describing this agent as “ideal”, I aim to remain neutral on the question of how exactly the agent who is moved by thoughts about her own desires is falling short (e.g., whether she acts wrongly, whether she exhibits some character flaw, or whether altruistic motivation is to be praised though its absence is not to be criticized).

7. In order to act, an agent must have some motivation (or desire) to act. What is (purportedly) objectionable in these cases is not the motivation (or desire) to act, but rather taking one’s desires into account when deciding what to do. As Philip Pettit and Michael Smith (1990) point out, having and acting from a desire does not require taking it into account in one’s practical deliberation.

8. There are at least two ways of understanding the charge that Humean practical reasoning is objectionably self-regarding. The first is that (at least in some cases) it would be objectionably self-centered of an agent to have and be moved by thoughts about her own desires and what would promote their satisfaction when deciding what to do. (This, I think, roughly corresponds to what Schroeder, 2007: 37–38, calls the “Wrong Place objection”.) Second, the charge that Humean practical reasoning is objectionably self-regarding could be understood as claiming just that Humean theories of reasons cannot account for the possibility of altruistic motivation (that is not flawed or enthymematic). Thomas Nagel (1970: 80) expresses such a concern in The Possibility of Altruism. Schroeder calls it the “Self-Regarding objection” (2007: 25–26). I think that these two objections express interrelated concerns that are best understood together. (The concern driving the “Wrong Place objection” provides a reason for thinking that altruistic motivation is not flawed or enthymematic.)
would make it difficult for the agent to regard these features of her action as normative. To put the point rather crudely, it would be difficult for this agent to regard these features of actions as making genuine demands on her once she recognizes that she could have chosen (and in some cases can still choose) other ends without error (and thus have different reasons). So, thought about the constructivist explanation of why reasons are reasons seems potentially problematic if it appears in practical deliberation, but this is not because such thought is morally objectionable. Such thought is problematic because it undermines an agent’s ability to see her normative reasons as normative.9

Furthermore, problematic thought objections need not only be directed at desire-based accounts of reasons. Perhaps the most familiar problematic thought objections are variants of Williams’s (1981) “one thought too many” objection. Briefly, Williams claimed that there is something wrong with an agent who impartially considers the question of whether to save the life of his wife or that of a stranger. This objection targets all impartialist moral theories, not just those that ground moral reasons in something like desires (e.g., preference utilitarianism).

My aim in this paper is not to defend any particular problematic thought objection. Thus, I am not defending the claim that considering one’s desires when deciding whether to do one’s duty with respect to others is objectionably self-

9. Contemporary uses of “the open question argument” to reject naturalistic accounts of normative reasons can also be understood as problematic thought objections in which thought about the proposed explanation of normative reasons is problematic because it undermines the agent’s ability to see her reasons as normative (see, e.g., Rosati 2003).

David Enoch’s (2006) “shmagency” objection to constitutivist accounts of practical normativity (of which constructivism is one kind) can also be understood as a problematic thought objection of this kind. Constitutivist accounts of practical normativity claim that which normative reasons an agent has is determined by standards or aims that are constitutive of agency. Enoch claims that such accounts fail to fully account for practical normativity because they cannot explain why an agent should accept the standards or aims that are constitutive of agency (and thus be an agent) rather than accept some other set of standards or aims (and thus be a “shmagent”). This objection becomes a problematic thought objection if it is made from the perspective of the agent: Without an answer to the question “why should I be an agent?”, a practical reasoner would have difficulty seeing the standards or aims that are constitutive of agency as making any real claims on her (as genuinely normative).

While this formulation of the shmagency objection looks very similar to the objection to constructivism described above, these objections have importantly different targets. The shmagency objection claims that no matter which standards or aims we propose as constitutive of agency, thought about the constitutive nature of these standards or aims will be problematic because an agent will need a reason to accept these standards or aims in order to see them (and the reasons to which they give rise) as normative. On the other hand, the objection to constructivism described above claims that the particular standards or aims that constructivists propose as constitutive of practical reasoning bring an element of arbitrariness into an agent’s reasons that undermines an agent’s ability to see her reasons as normative. This problem is with the particular standards or aims that constructivists propose as constitutive of practical reasoning. Thus, a satisfactory reply to the shmagency objection would not necessarily constitute a satisfactory reply to this objection to constructivism.
regarding, the claim that an agent would be unable to see her reasons as normative if she understood their constructivist origins, or the claim that one ought not to impartially consider the question of whether to save one’s intimates or strangers. (Each of these claims requires independent support if the problematic thought objection of which it is a part is to be persuasive.) Instead, I aim to defend a presupposition that underlies this form of objection—the idea that a well-functioning practical reasoner may have and be moved by thoughts about what makes her reasons count in favor of actions. If this presupposition is true, it places a constraint on accounts of normative reasons for action: a plausible account of normative reasons for action must be such that an agent can be moved by thought about its explanation of normative reasons while deliberating about what to do without thereby becoming less well-functioning.

3. Using Background Conditions to Avoid Problematic Thought Objections

Problematic thought objections suppose that an agent will consider and be moved by the facts that explain why her reasons are reasons. Accounts of normative reasons that take these facts to be background conditions on reasons can attempt to deny this. For example, Schroeder (2007: 37) claims that his view does not make practical reasoning objectionably self-regarding because only an agent’s reasons appear in her practical deliberation. Because desires are background conditions on reasons, an agent’s desires explain why her reasons are her reasons, determine what reasons she has, and thus determine what she ought to do. However, none of this requires that the agent deliberate about her desires when deciding what to do. She need only consider and be moved by her reasons themselves. Thus, when an agent decides to save a drowning man, she can have the thoughts “he needs help” and “so I will help him”. She need not think “and I want to help him” to arrive at this decision.

Constructivists can make a similar move in order to avoid the concern that, if an agent recognizes that her reasons are grounded in her own contingent choices, she will have difficulty regarding these reasons as normative. Suppose that practical deliberation involves making normative judgments (e.g., judgments about normative reasons like “R is a reason for A to φ in circumstances X, Y, Z . . .”), assessing and revising these judgments, and coming to a decision about what one will do on the basis of these judgments. Reflection on the constructivist origins of one’s reasons does not fit into any of these categories. Although we might have thought that such reflection could be part of the process of assessing and revising normative judgments, constructivists can deny this. For example, according to Sharon Street’s (2008: 223) characterization of a constructivist ac-
count of normative reasons, an agent assesses a judgment about reasons by determining whether it “withstands scrutiny from the “standpoint of [her] other judgments about reasons”. This means that the agent assesses and revises her judgments about reasons using her other normative judgments (and the norms that are constitutive of practical reasoning) as standards. The agent does not assess and revise these judgments on the basis of thought about their constructivist origins. Only other normative judgments provide grounds for rejecting a normative judgment. Thus, thought about the constructivist origins of normative reasons would seem to have no place in practical deliberation.11

Something like an appeal to background conditions is also often made in response to “one thought too many” objections. A number of impartialists about morality have proposed “indirect” or “two level” theories of moral motivation to address at least some interpretations of the “one thought too many” objection. For example, “indirect” or “two level” consequentialists claim (roughly) that well-functioning practical reasoners need not always directly consider the (impartial) question of what will maximize the good when engaged in practical deliberation. These agents can have reasons to pursue certain ends, activities or relationships for their own sakes even though these reasons are still in some way explained by the ultimate end of maximizing the good (see, e.g., Mason 1999; and Railton 1984).

10. According to Street (2008), the norms that are constitutive of practical reasoning are quite minimal consistency norms, so an agent need do nothing more than assess her normative judgments against each other in order to assess them against these norms. According to Korsgaard (1996a; 1996b), the norm that is constitutive of practical reasoning (the categorical imperative) is more substantive, so an agent could assess her normative judgments against this norm as well as against her other normative judgments.

11. There are two ways of understanding the constructivist’s reply: (1) Thought about the constructivist origins of normative reasons would undermine an agent’s ability to see her reasons as normative if it did appear in her practical deliberation, but such thought is not actually part of practical deliberation. (2) Thought about the constructivist origins of normative reasons is not the right sort of thought to undermine a judgment that something is a normative reason. (1) has the same form as Schroeder’s appeal to background conditions, but (2) does not. (2) resembles Matthew Silverstein’s response to Enoch’s shmagency objection. Silverstein claims that “There are no standpoints outside of agency where questions about one’s reasons are apt (or even intelligible). And thus there are no normative questions about agency or shmagency left unanswered by agency’s constitutive norm” (2015: 1141). Perhaps this reply to the shmagency objection succeeds in defending the correct constitutivist account of normative reasons (whatever it is). But even if so, (2) does not seem to me to be a plausible defense of constructivism. This is because it is pretty clear that arbitrariness does undermine normative judgments for actual agents. (Michael Smith, 1997: 90, goes so far as to say “the only decisive point we can make about normativity is that arbitrariness, as such, always undermines normativity.”) An account that claims otherwise fails as a constitutivist account of our actual practices involving normative reasons.
4. Refining Problematic Thought Objections and the Appeal to Background Conditions Response

At first glance, there seems to be a straightforward problem for this way of attempting to avoid problematic thought objections: The background conditions on an agent’s reasons explain why she has those reasons (and not others). (For example, according to Schroeder’s view, different agents have different reasons when and because they have different desires.) As a result, it would seem that an agent would need to reflect on the background conditions on her reasons in order to reliably get it right about what reasons she has. Thus, thought about the background conditions on normative reasons would seem to have a place in a well-functioning practical reasoner’s practical deliberation. In this section, I will discuss how background conditions theorists may be able to avoid this objection. In doing so, I will make clearer the precise form of problematic thought objection that I aim to defend in Section 5.

Background conditions theorists are not without resources to explain how an agent could identify her reasons without reflecting on (or even being aware of) the background conditions that make those considerations reasons. For example, in a constructivist view, agents would identify normative reasons by relying on other normative judgments (Street 2008). An agent could have a coherent set of normative judgments that provides support for each of her (correct) reason-takings without knowing why this set of coherent normative judgments is correct while other possible coherent sets are not (i.e., without knowing that this is the set of reasons that arise from the permissible aims to which she has committed herself). Schroeder, on the other hand, suggests that agents identify their reasons through a perception-like process.

Roughly, according to Schroeder (2007: 156–157), when an agent has a desire for P, she is disposed to find salient considerations that (given the agent’s beliefs) obviously help explain why performing certain actions would promote P and these “salience-strikings” tend to prompt the agent to perform these actions. Schroeder claims that this close connection between an agent’s salience-strikings and her actual reasons suggests that these salience-strikings have the content that the relevant considerations are reasons even if the agent has not reflected on the desires that make these considerations reasons (2007: 159). Similarly, an agent’s perceptual experiences may have the content that there is something red in front of her even if she has not reflected on the facts about light waves and her perceptual system that make it the case that the object in front of her is red and explain this perception (2007: 160–162).

While I think it reasonable to be skeptical that agents could reliably identify their reasons, even in hard cases, without reflecting on the explanation of what makes them reasons, this paper will not attempt to show that this is im-
possible. Instead I will suppose that it is possible for agents to reliably identify their reasons without reflecting on their background conditions and argue that background conditions theorists are still unable to avoid an important variety of problematic thought objections. Problematic thought objections are often understood as relying on the presupposition that thought about the explanation of why one’s reasons are reasons must appear in a well-functioning practical reasoner’s practical deliberation. If background conditions theorists can successfully explain why thought about background conditions is never necessary to identify the right reasons on which to act, then they will have undermined the most obvious way of supporting this presupposition. However, problematic thought objections can also be understood to rely on the weaker claim that it is possible for a well-functioning practical reasoner to think about the explanation of why her reasons are reasons when she decides what to do. If reflection about the background conditions on reasons is never necessary to reliably identify the right reasons, it seems that a well-functioning practical reasoner may still engage in it.12 Even if we are capable of identifying our reasons without understanding what makes them reasons, presumably part of the point of seeking an account of normative reasons is to give us additional resources for identifying the non-obvious reasons we have. Furthermore, even if it turns out that the correct account of normative reasons is of no practical help in identifying reasons, it is hard to see what could be objectionable or non-ideal about an agent contemplating the (correct) explanation of why she has the reasons she has.13 Reflection on the truth about reasons should not in itself make an agent a less than ideal practical reasoner. (I will provide additional support for this claim in Section 5.)

A background conditions theorist could try to accept this claim (and avoid any corresponding problematic thought objections) by appealing to a commonly drawn distinction between practical deliberation with reasons and theoretical reflection about the grounds of one’s reasons. Practical deliberation culminates in an agent forming intentions to act. When engaged in practical deliberation, an agent takes considerations to be reasons. A reason-taking is not simply a judgment that a consideration is a reason. It also motivates the agent to act (or would motivate the agent to act, other things equal). By contrast, an agent’s thoughts about why she has these reasons do not directly move her to do (or intend to do) anything. The theoretical reflection in which such thoughts appear results in the formation of beliefs about what reasons the agent has (and why) rather than in intentions and actions. (If those beliefs then result in reason-takings, which in

12. Alex Gregory (2009: 252) also makes this point.

13. There may be cases in which extensive reflection on what reasons one has and why would impede efficiently complying with one’s reasons. However, it is unlikely that extensive reflection is inappropriate in all cases in which, e.g., considering the desires that (allegedly) ground one’s reasons seems non-ideal.
turn lead to action, it is the reason-takings and not the thoughts about why these reasons are reasons that move the agent to act.)\textsuperscript{14}

This distinction between practical reasoning with normative reasons and theoretical reasoning about normative reasons seems to provide a way for a well-functioning practical reasoner to consider the explanation of why she has the reasons she has when deciding what to do while avoiding any problematic thought objections that explanation might provoke. This solution supposes that it is only practical deliberation that needs to be free of problematic thoughts. Such thoughts (e.g., thought about one’s desires) are objectionable or problematic only when they are motivating. An ideal practical reasoner may have these thoughts when deciding what to do as long as they appear only in her theoretical reasoning about why she has the reasons she has and not in the considerations that move her to act.\textsuperscript{15}

5. Vindicating Problematic Thought Objections: Thought about Background Conditions Remains in Practical Deliberation

Nonetheless, I aim to show that an appeal to background conditions is not an adequate response to a problematic thought objection. The background conditions theorist may be right that the explanation of why a reason counts in favor of an action is not part of that reason itself. The background conditions theorist may also be right that it is possible for a well-functioning practical reasoner to identify her reasons without reflecting on (or even knowing about) the background conditions that make them reasons. And finally, the background conditions theorist may be right that practical deliberation consists solely of reasons-takings. If so, however, I think that it is possible for a well-functioning practical reasoner’s reason-taking to consist of more than her being moved by a thought about the content of a reason. A well-functioning practical reasoner can also be moved by the recognition that her reason justifies her action. And this, I will argue, prevents neatly relegating thoughts about background conditions out of practical deliberation in order to avoid problematic thought objections.

\textsuperscript{14} Constructivists can be understood as appealing to this distinction (see Footnote 11). Schroeder initially describes the distinction as that between thinking about normative reasons and thinking about the explanatory reasons that make them normative reasons (2007: 37). He later describes the salience-strikings that involve seeing considerations as reasons as tending to prompt action (2007: 159). The recognition that some of the agent’s desires explain these salience-strikings (and the corresponding reasons) need not be motivating since this recognition is unnecessary for an agent to act for a reason.

\textsuperscript{15} Note that background conditions theorists could use this same strategy to try to avoid problematic thought objections if reflection on the background conditions on reasons does turn out to be necessary in order to reliably identify one’s reasons.
The argument to follow will make use of two main claims. The first is:

**Reasons Motivation:** It is possible for a well-functioning practical reasoner to be moved to act by both

1. the normative reasons that in fact apply to her in the relevant circumstances and
2. the recognition that these considerations are normative reasons (that they make her action appropriate or justified in the relevant circumstances).

*Reasons Motivation* is a weakened version of the widely accepted idea that there is, at least in principle, a difference between acting for a normative reason and acting on a mere desire, impulse or compulsion. Often, when an agent acts, she takes the consideration that moves her to act to be a normative reason. She is not merely moved to act by a consideration that may happen to be normative—a consideration that may happen to count in favor of her action. She is moved to act in part by some recognition that this consideration is normative. She is moved to act in part by some recognition that her reason makes her action appropriate or (at least partially) justified under the circumstances.

A stronger claim than *Reasons Motivation*—the claim that a practical reasoner must be moved to act by (b) as well as (a) in order to count as well-functioning—is widely accepted (even among background conditions theorists and despite significant disagreement about what makes a consideration a normative reason; see, e.g., Raz 2010; Scanlon 1998; Schroeder 2007; Street 2008; and Velleman 2000). I find this stronger claim plausible, but the argument to follow requires only the weaker *Reasons Motivation*. *Reasons Motivation* claims that one way of being a well-functioning practical reasoner involves being moved to act by (b) as well as (a). An agent does not become less well-functioning just because she is moved to act by the recognition that the considerations for which she acts justify her actions (as well as by those considerations themselves).

16. While this distinction is widely accepted in principle, it is a matter of some debate whether there are actual cases in which agents act on mere desires without acting for reasons that they take to be normative. Korsgaard’s (2008: 50) example of a Civil War soldier who resists having his leg amputated even though he knows that this is necessary to save his life and Kieren Setiya’s (2010: 90–92) example of a person fleeing a burning building and leaving his family inside are potential examples of people acting on mere desires rather than for reasons that they take to be normative. Cases of choosing between equally good options or between incommensurate goods on a whim or “because I feel like it” are also sometimes proposed as instances of acting on mere desire. (For a discussion of such cases, see Chang 2004.)
I think that *Reasons Motivation* is fairly uncontroversial. Nevertheless, I will provide a brief defense of it here. This defense relies on the idea that good practical reasoning can be an accomplishment. It is something that agents can permissibly strive for and for which they can deserve praise or credit of a particular kind. I will argue that, to be credited with the accomplishment of good practical reasoning, a well-functioning practical reasoner must be motivated by a recognition that her reasons justify her actions.

I will suppose that there is some notion of accomplishment such that if something is an accomplishment for an agent, then the agent must have been trying to do it well (or at least better than she might). She must have some (at least rudimentary) awareness of the standards that apply to that type of activity and see herself as regulating her activity according to these standards. She must see herself as doing what she is doing because she takes it to be appropriate or correct. When she succeeds, her activity meets those standards on purpose. For this to be the case, it is not enough that there is some mechanism within the agent that makes her comply with these standards. She must see herself as guiding her activity using the standards.

So, how does this apply to practical reasoning? There are at least two possible accomplishments in practical reasoning: doing the right thing (or, in many cases, doing one of multiple worthwhile options) and acting for the right reasons (i.e., being moved to act by considerations that do in fact count in favor of that action). If the agent were merely moved to act by the right considerations and not also by any recognition that they are normative reasons (that they justify her actions), then there would be nothing that she did that would count as using the standards that determine which are the right reasons to guide her practical

---

17. One way of understanding “one thought too many” objections makes them objections to *Reasons Motivation*. Such an objection would claim that thought about anything other than the content of a reason is one thought too many. (I.e., an ideal agent is moved solely by a thought about the content of a reason and by no recognition that it is a reason.) I find this objection difficult to motivate. While some suggest that being moved by the (actual) right-making features of actions is sufficient for well-functioning practical reasoning (see, e.g., Arpaly 2002), this does not imply that a well-functioning practical reasoner must be so moved (or that the mere recognition that a consideration is a good reason on which to act is itself one thought too many). There may be some special cases in which this recognition is non-ideal. (Perhaps Williams’s case of a man deciding whether to save his wife or a stranger is one of these special cases.) If so, however, I think that the correct analysis of such cases is that they are cases in which an ideal person would temporarily abandon practical reasoning. They should not be understood as paradigmatic cases of excellent practical reasoning around which to build a theory of normative reasons.

18. While I think that the description just given fits our ordinary use of “accomplishment”, it should not matter for the argument below that this is so. I will use “accomplishment” as shorthand for the activity just described—doing something well on purpose out of a recognition of what it is to do that kind of thing well. (Note that this notion of accomplishment differs in an important respect from Gwen Bradford’s, 2015, notion of “achievement”: achievements are difficult, but accomplishments need not be.)
deliberation. She could not see herself as acting on these considerations (rather than others) because she takes doing so to be appropriate or correct. If so, perhaps doing the right thing would count as her accomplishment (because she uses the reasons that make her action appropriate or correct to guide her behavior), but acting for the right reasons would not.

I think it tempting to suppose that the best practical reasoners achieve all possible accomplishments of practical reasoning. However, even if this is not so (i.e., even if a practical reasoner who is to be credited only with doing the right thing is beyond reproach), it seems likely that one way of being a well-functioning practical reasoner involves both accomplishments. In earning credit for the “extra” accomplishment of acting for the right reasons, a practical reasoner assumes greater knowledge of and control over her practical reasoning than the reasoner who is to be credited only with doing the right thing. The agent who acts for the right reason without the recognition that these reasons justify her actions knows at most that she does the right thing and thus this is all that she does well on purpose. The agent who is moved to act in part by the recognition that her reasons justify her actions also knows that she acts for the right reasons and thus does something else well on purpose. If a practical reasoner continues to do the right thing, it is hard to see how this greater knowledge of and control over what she is doing could be objectionable in itself. One cannot become a worse practical reasoner simply by acting for the right reasons on purpose out of a recognition that they are the right reasons.19

This idea that it is possible for a well-functioning practical reasoner to be motivated by the recognition that her reasons justify her actions undermines the background conditions theorist’s claim that a well-functioning practical reasoner’s practical deliberation contains no thought about background conditions when it is combined with:

**Reasons Recognition:** It is possible for a well-functioning practical reasoner’s recognition that considerations justify actions (i.e., her recognition of normative reasons as normative reasons) to include an understanding of what makes a consideration count in favor of an action.

---

19. Zoë A. Johnson King (2018) and Paulina Sliwa (2016) argue that, for an action to have moral worth, it must be right non-accidentally, and that for an action to be right non-accidentally, the agent must be moved by some recognition or knowledge that her action is the right thing to do. If (as seems plausible) recognition that one’s action is the right thing to do involves recognition that one’s reasons justify one’s actions, these arguments seem to support a stronger version of Reasons Motivation (one in which motivation by the recognition that one’s reasons justify one’s actions is necessary for ideal practical reasoning). I am sympathetic to Johnson King and Sliwa’s view of moral worth, but the argument of this paper does not require that it is correct. While I have appealed to similar ideas about complying with standards of correctness on purpose in my defense of Reasons Motivation, I do not mean to claim that the “accomplishments” of practical reasoning described above are necessary or sufficient for an action to have moral worth.
To see why we should accept *Reasons Recognition*, first note that an account of normative reasons’ explanation of what makes a consideration count in favor of an action provides a substantive conception of justification by a normative reason—it tells us what it is for a consideration to provide justification for an action. For example, according to Schroeder’s view, a consideration that is a normative reason for an agent to φ does not, by itself, make φ-ing appropriate or (at least partially) justified. A consideration does this insofar as it is part of an explanation of how φ-ing promotes the satisfaction of one (or more) of the agent’s desires. Furthermore, Schroeder’s (2007: 79–83) account of reasons (like many contemporary accounts) is intended to give a constitutive explanation of what he takes to be the basic normative concept (a reason). Because of this, he could accept no conception of practical justification that did not have to do with what promotes the satisfaction of the agent’s desires.

As stated in Section 4, I think there is good reason to be skeptical that an agent can reliably recognize the right reasons as the right reasons without using some substantive conception of justification (of the kind that an account of what makes considerations count in favor of actions provides) to apply to potential reasons. However, for the sake of argument, I have supposed that this is possible. Perhaps an agent is able to identify normative reasons by relying on other normative judgments, even though she lacks the deeper understanding of the nature of practical justification that an account of normative reasons aims to provide. Or perhaps Schroeder is right that agents are able to identify reasons through a perception-like process. Either way, if an agent lacks a substantive conception of justification by a normative reason, the conception of “reason” or “justifies” that this agent employs when she recognizes normative reasons as normative reasons must be rather thin (i.e., something like “makes the action appropriate under the circumstances”).

An agent who identifies her normative reasons in these ways cannot count acting for the right reasons among her accomplishments in quite the same sense that her doing the right thing may count among her accomplishments. In my defense of *Reasons Motivation*, I suggested that there is some notion of accomplishment such that for something count as accomplishment for an agent, she must see herself as doing what she is doing because she takes it to be appropriate or correct. She must have some awareness of the standards that apply to the type of activity she is engaged in and see herself as regulating her activity according to these standards. In the case of the accomplishment of doing the right thing, it is common to think of a well-functioning practical reasoner as moved by more than a bare sense that her action is appropriate or correct. She is also moved by the particular considerations that make the action an appropriate or correct thing to do (her normative reasons). She is not moved simply by a thin conception of the appropriateness of her action, but is also moved by some sub-
stantive understanding (provided by her reasons) of the standards that make her action appropriate or correct. Reasons Recognition claims something similar about acting for the right reasons—that a well-functioning practical reasoner can be moved to select the reasons on which to act not just by a bare notion that they make her action appropriate or justified but instead by a recognition of the substantive explanation of what makes a reason (at least partially) justify an action (and why it applies in this case).

But why think that well-functioning practical reasoners can be moved by a substantive conception of correctness when selecting the reasons on which to act as well as when selecting which actions to perform? One could accept Reasons Motivation without accepting this stronger claim. For example, Schroeder’s account of reason-takings as (a particular kind of) salience-strikings allows him to say that a well-functioning practical reasoner’s practical deliberation is guided by the background conditions that determine her reasons because (likely unknownst to her) these background conditions also explain her salience-strikings (2007: 156–157). What he denies is that this practical reasoner experiences herself as regulating her reason selections using an understanding of what makes considerations count in favor of actions. Roughly, certain considerations seem to her to make actions appropriate and, under normal conditions, justify belief that they do make actions appropriate, just as certain objects seem to her to be red and, under normal conditions justify belief that they are red (2007: 174).

I will argue that at least one category of possible well-functioning practical reasoners must be moved by an understanding of a substantive conception of justification when identifying reasons—well-functioning practical reasoners who know the correct account of normative reasons. Suppose that a practical reasoner understands the correct theory of normative reasons—she understands what makes a consideration count in favor of an action. Suppose that it is possible for well-functioning practical reasoners to reliably identify their reasons without using this theory. Suppose that Reasons Motivation is true and this practical reasoner is among those who are moved to act by the recognition that her reason justifies her action as well as by the reason itself. For this person’s practical deliberation to remain free of thought about what makes a consideration count in favor of an action, her recognition that her reason justifies her action (her recognition that it is a reason) must be free of her understanding of what makes a consideration count in favor of an action.

This seems implausible because, in explaining what makes considerations count in favor of actions, accounts of normative reasons give an account of what justification by a normative reason is. They give an account of what it is for a consideration to be a genuine normative reason and this just is (at least a large part of) what it is for a reason to contribute to the justification of an action. This is particularly clear in an account like Schroeder’s (2007: 61–62) because he explic-
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Itly claims to be giving a constitutive account or reduction of the normative with respect to action, but any account of what makes a consideration count in favor of actions is a conception of what practical reasoning and justification by normative (practical) reasons are. A Humean view that grounds an agent’s normative reasons in her own desires takes the basic way in which reasons justify actions to be by showing that those actions will help agents get what they want. Practical justification, according to this view, is something quite different from what it is, for example, according to a view in which reasons are grounded in some specific substantive values(s) or according to a view in which reasons are created by an agent’s autonomous choices in accordance with some formal norms.

If an agent understands that water is H₂O, then there is no significant distinction between her recognition that something is water and her recognition that it is H₂O. The same is true for justification by a normative reason. If an agent has an understanding of what makes considerations count in favor of actions (an understanding of what justification by a normative reason is), then there should be no significant distinction between her recognition that a consideration (at least partially) justifies her action and her recognition of what it is for this consideration to (at least partially) justify her action.²⁰

At this point, it should be easy to see why it is possible for thought about background conditions to appear in the practical deliberation of at least some well-functioning practical reasoners who understand the nature of normative reasons: When such an agent acts for a reason, while the consideration that moves her to act (the reason) may contain no reference to the background conditions that make it a reason, her complete motivation for acting may contain such a reference. The content of her motivation may be more than just the content of the consideration that moves her. She may also be motivated by her recognition that her reason provides some justification for her action and she understands

²⁰ I suspect that many ordinary practical reasoners are also moved by some substantive (though likely flawed and incomplete) conception of justification when they act for reasons out of a recognition that those considerations justify their actions. Plausible accounts of normative reasons generally contain a core idea of what makes a consideration a normative reason that is familiar—a reason shows that an action will get the agent what she wants, a reason shows that an action will help the agent achieve an end to which she has committed herself and which determines who she is, a reason shows that an action will bring about some good, etc. Most accounts accept that there is some truth to all of these descriptions of a reason. I think this suggests that many of us are not operating with the thin conception of justification described above when engaged in practical deliberation, but instead seek, acquire, and use an understanding of the substantive standards that determine the right reasons on which to act.

A plausible (and complete) account of normative reasons should be able to explain how it is that “ordinary” good reasoners are moved by a partial or incomplete understanding of the correct account of normative reasons. This might place constraints on what the correct account of normative reasons can be. (See, e.g., Star 2011 for an attempt to give such an explanation that is not neutral between different accounts of normative reasons.)
what this justification by a normative reason is. For any view that proposes background conditions on reasons to explain when and why considerations count in favor of actions, those background conditions determine what constitutes justification by a normative reason. What it is for a consideration to justify an action is (at least in part) for background conditions of this kind to hold. Therefore,

**Background Conditions in Practical Deliberation:** It is possible for a well-functioning practical reasoner to be moved to act in part by some recognition of the background conditions that make a consideration a normative reason when she acts for that reason.

Thus, the distinction between reasons and background conditions does not remove thought about these background conditions from all well-functioning practical reasoners’ practical deliberation. If these background conditions give rise to problematic thought objections, then appealing to a distinction between reasons and background conditions will not circumvent these objections.21

For example, suppose Schroeder is correct that reasons justify actions by being part of the explanation of how those actions promote one or more of the agent’s desires. An agent who knows this and is moved to act by the recognition that her reasons justify her actions, as well as by those reasons themselves, is moved by the recognition that her reasons call for so acting because they show how those actions will promote one or more of her desires. If this agent is moved by the recognition that someone needs help, she is also moved by the recognition that the fact that this person needs help counts in favor of the agent’s helping him because helping him will promote one or more of her desires. Thus, this agent takes the well-being of this other person to make claims on her because of its relationship to her desires and remains objectionably self-regarding in just the way described in Section 2.

The failure of this kind of response to problematic thought objections suggests a constraint on accounts of normative reasons for action. An explanation of

---

21. To be fair, it is not immediately clear how to apply this line of thought to the “two level” theories of moral motivation proposed as responses to one thought too many objections. This is because there is debate about what exactly is objectionable about thought about impartiality in practical deliberation in one thought too many cases. For example, we might think it objectionable (a) that the agent have this thought at all, (b) that she have this thought without having some other thoughts (e.g., about her personal relationships) or (c) that her thoughts about impartiality play a particular role in her practical deliberation (e.g., that they move her to act directly). If one thought too many objections claim (a) (see, e.g., Wolf 2012), and if the argument of Section 5 is correct, then two level accounts of moral motivation will not avoid such objections. However, two level accounts may successfully address one thought too many objections understood as claiming (b) or (c) because neither clearly require ruling thought about impartiality out of practical deliberation altogether in one thought too many cases.
what makes a consideration count in favor of an action must be such that a well-functioning practical reasoner can be moved by thought about its explanation of the nature of normative reasons when deliberating about what to do without thereby becoming less well-functioning (i.e., without having problematic attitudes). Problematic thought objections presuppose such a constraint. The basic reason why appeals to background conditions fail to avoid these objections (i.e., that motivation by a reason may contain motivation by some recognition of what makes reasons count in favor of actions) supports this constraint. If this is right, then if we are to reject a particular problematic thought objection, we must do so by showing that thought about the particular proposed explanation of what makes a consideration a reason in question is not problematic when it appears in practical deliberation. We cannot avoid these objections by claiming that well-functioning practical reasoners will not have thoughts about this explanation at all.
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